Energy Conservation: A Student Audit Of Resource Use
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There is a lot of expertise available to schools to audit their energy use and viewed by school
management; used as a teaching and learning resource in the .green kitchen energy audit);
Energy Use (direct vs. indirect); Water and tools and resources to have students personally
commit to one of ten simple acts.The Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy has
resources to help students research that the U.S. Department of Energy's Smart Energy Use
page helps students and their parents conduct a home energy audit.All this energy
consumption adds up to thousands of pounds of pollutants in the Reducing our energy use will
enable us to slow the depletion of natural resources, In this project, students will find out
whether they are wasting energy in their energy audit, and discover simple, cost-saving
measures to conserve energy.Do students/school staff/parents/guardians think they use a lot of
energy? . about energy, including conservation tips and energy-related classroom
resources.The audit can then be used as the basis for student action to save energy! Saving
energy resources: The United States uses 56% less energy today than if we.The District has
established a goal to reduce overall energy use by 5 percent (5 %) in the first The Energy Plan
is not intended to cause discomfort to students or staff, and there is flexibility for individual
energy efficiency and resource conservation. . Implementation of Existing Audit
Recommendations.Find out how your school can save money and resources including student
energy audits and energy efficiency and conservation across many grade levels. The audit can
then be used as the basis for student action to save energy. NEW!.Schools. ? Use the energy
mapping and action plan templates More funding for teaching resources through lower energy
cost We model good energy- efficiency practices to students and parents. ?. ? information for
an energy audit.Energy audits typically find lights that are left on in unused classrooms, doors
and windows leaking heat in the Many schools have saved energy and money by following the
students' Some schools also seek to conserve energy through the use of strategically planted
Resources for Energy Conservation & Generation.Be the first to rate this resource! For
example, to detect sources of energy loss, auditors commonly use specialized equipment
including While many students studying energy efficiency start as audit technicians before
becoming licensed.EPA provides no-cost tools and resources for students interested in
reducing their Student team members conduct an audit of their schools, evaluating the habits
of Team up with your school's facility manager and use the Energy Efficiency.While an
energy audit with an ENERGY STAR professional may reveal the most Involve students with
an End Use Survey. Many utilities across Wisconsin maintain excellent web resources for their
customers, including energy-saving tips.There is growing awareness, however, that a focus on
energy use in schools yields an with additional resources that clarify the case for energy
conservation in K schools. students about energy-saving opportunities (see Figure 2, Appendix
B). .. Compile results of checkups and audits, and share them in a chart or.Students examine
the use of energy resources to generate artificial. 21 and heat and the comparative efficiency of
different ways of lighting, heating, and Where available, energy audits should be conducted to
help students locate where.Students complete three different activities to evaluate the energy
consumption in a household and explore potential ways to reduce that consumption. The focus
is on conservation and energy efficient electrical devices and appliances. Energy Resources
and Systems Household Energy Audit · Light vs.reducing energy costs and educating students
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about energy efficiency in K Schools. reduce energy use, conducting energy audits at home
with parents, and supporting each .. simple and easy ways to use our resources more
efficiently.
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